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Nucleon charge and magnetization densities from Sachs form factors

James J. Kelly
Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

~Received 24 April 2002; published 4 December 2002!

Relativistic prescriptions relating Sachs form factors to nucleon charge and magnetization densities are used
to fit recent data for both the proton and the neutron. The analysis uses expansions in complete radial bases to
minimize model dependence and to estimate the uncertainties in radial densities due to limitation of the range
of momentum transfer. We find that the proton charge distribution, fitted to recent recoil-polarization data
displaying an almost linear decrease inGEp /GMp for Q2*1 (GeV/c)2, is significantly broader than its
magnetization density. We also find that the magnetization density is broader for the neutron than the proton.
The neutron charge form factor is consistent with the Galster parametrization over the available range ofQ2,
but the relativistic inversion produces a softer radial density. Discrete ambiguities in the inversion method are
analyzed in detail. The method of Mitra and Kumari ensures compatibility with pQCD at largeQ2 and is most
useful for extrapolating form factors. Although a recent observation thatQF2p /F1p is approximately constant
for 2,Q2,6 (GeV/c)2 appears to be inconsistent with theQ22 scaling expected from quark helicity con-
servation, our analysis fits these data while remaining consistent with pQCD for largeQ2.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.66.065203 PACS number~s!: 14.20.Dh, 13.40.Gp
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I. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental test of the QCD confinement mechanis
either on the lattice or in models, is the electromagne
structure of the nucleon. This electromagnetic structure
reflected by the electric and magnetic form factors,GE(Q2)
andGM(Q2), measured by electron scattering with spacel
invariant momentum transferQ. At low Q one can interpret
these form factors as Fourier transforms of the nucle
charge and magnetization densities@1,2#, but the relationship
between form factor and density is complicated by recoil
Q increases. Although models of nucleon structure can o
calculate the form factor directly, it is still desirable to rela
form factors to spatial densities because our intuition tend
be grounded more firmly in space than momentum trans
In this paper we fit charge and magnetization densi
to recent nucleon form factor data using a prescription t
accounts for nucleon recoil and Lorentz contraction a
is compatible with perturbative QCD~pQCD! scaling at
largeQ2.

Early experiments with modestQ2 suggested that

GEp'
GMp

mp
'

GMn

mn
'GD , ~1!

whereGD(Q2)5(11Q2/L2)22 with L250.71 (GeV/c)2 is
known as the dipole form factor@3,4#. However, the naive
Fourier transform of the dipole form factor produces an
ponential density with an unphysical cusp at the origin. Sim
larly, data forGEn at low Q2 can be described by the Galst
parametrization@5#

GEn~Q2!'2mnGD~Q2!
At

11Bt
, ~2!

where A and B are constants andt5(Q/2m)2, but direct
Fourier transform of this form factor also produces a cusp
the origin. Using a relativistic inversion formula that a
0556-2813/2002/66~6!/065203~23!/$20.00 66 0652
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counts for the Lorentz contraction along the moment
transfer, Licht and Pagnamenta@6# obtained a reasonable fi
to proton form factors using a Gaussian density with a m
realistic behavior in the interior. Ji@7# obtained similar re-
sults using a relativistic soliton model and we used t
model in Ref.@8# to fit data for Sachs form factors. Thes
models offer plausible radial densities, but are not comp
ible with pQCD scaling unless one imposes somewhat a
ward restrictions upon the Fourier transform, as discusse
Sec. II C. Fortunately, a variant proposed by Mitra and K
mari @9# complies with pQCD scaling automatically, withou
need of such constraints. We use this method, describe
relativistic inversion, to extract nucleon charge and magne
zation densities from data for Sachs form factors. Our fitt
procedure minimizes model dependence by employing lin
expansions in complete radial bases, such as Fourier-Be
or Laguerre-Gaussian expansions, and estimates uncer
ties arising from the limitation of experimental data to
finite range of momentum transfer using methods origina
developed to analyze electron scattering by nuclei. Such
analysis produces a good fit to form factor data using a ra
density whose error band reflects both the statistical qua
of the data and its limited coverage of momentum trans
Differences between densities obtained using several va
tions of the inversion formula are described asdiscrete am-
biguitiesand are analyzed in detail herein.

Data forGMp andGMn with Q2.1 (GeV/c)2 show sig-
nificant departures from the simple dipole parametrizati
but the extraction ofGEp using the traditional Rosenblut
method@10# becomes increasingly difficult asQ2 increases
because the dominance of theGMp contribution to the cross
section increases withQ2. Consequently, there are large st
tistical uncertainties in Rosenbluth data forGEp at Q2

.1 (GeV/c)2 and the discrepancies between compara
experiments suggests that systematic errors in the Ro
bluth analysis are often underestimated@11#. More recently,
recoil polarization has been used to measure the ratiogp
5GEp /GMp directly, without need of Rosenbluth separatio
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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In this technique, the components of the nucleon polariza
PW 8 after scattering by a polarized electron beam are m
sured along the momentum transfer direction, denoted bẑ,
and in thex̂ direction transverse toẑ in the scattering plane
The form factor ratio is then obtained using@12,13#

Px8

Pz8
52A 2e

t~11e!
g, ~3!

wheree5@11(11t)2 tan2 ue/2#21 is the transverse polar
ization of the virtual photon for an electron scattering an
ue . For the proton, both components can be measured si
taneously using a polarimeter in the focal plane of a m
netic spectrometer, thereby minimizing systematic uncert
ties due to beam polarization, analyzing power, a
kinematic parameters. The systematic uncertainty due to
cession of the proton spin in the magnetic spectromete
usually much smaller than the systematic uncertainties
combining the absolute cross sections obtained with diffe
kinematical conditions and acceptances that are neede
the Rosenbluth method. Recent data using the recoil po
ization technique@14–16# have shown a dramatic, almo
linear, decrease inGEp /GMp for Q2.1 (GeV/c)2. It was
suggested that those results demonstrate that the pr
charge is distributed over a larger volume than its magn
zation, but radial densities were not obtained. Our anal
confirms that interpretation quantitatively.

Similar techniques can be used to obtain the neutron f
factor ratio,gn5GEn /GMn , using either target or recoil po
larization, but in the absence of a target with free neutr
one must employ quasifree scattering from a neutron bo
in a light nucleus. Detection of a recoil neutron with qua
free kinematics and small missing momentum tends to m
mize uncertainties due to nuclear structure and final s
interactions@17#. Although considerable care is still neede
at low Q2, polarization methods offer smaller systematic
rors and less model dependence than traditional Rosenb
analyses of elastic scattering or quasifree knockout. We
tracted the neutron charge density from recent polariza
data forgn for Q2,1.6 (GeV/c)2 using the relativistic in-
version method. Although the form factor data remain co
sistent with the Galster parametrization over this range
momentum transfer, the charge density obtained by relati
tic inversion is considerably softer than that from nonrelat
istic inversion of the Galster form factor and does not feat
a cusp at the origin. Over the next several years, extendin
the experimental range of momentum transfer should s
stantially reduce the uncertainty in the interior density.

The model is presented in Sec. II, the analysis proced
in Sec. III, and principal results in Sec. IV. In Sec. V w
compare our results to another analyses, discuss the ext
lation to higherQ2 and the role of discrete ambiguities
fitted densities. We also form combinations of neutron a
proton charge densities that in the naive quark model re
sent the distribution of up and down quarks in the prot
Finally, our conclusions are summarized in Sec. VI.
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II. MODEL

A. Sachs form factors

Matrix elements of the nucleon electromagnetic curr
operatorJm take the form

^N~p8,s8!uJmuN~p,s!&5ū~p8,s8!eGmu~p,s!, ~4!

whereu is a Dirac spinor,p,p8 are initial and final momenta
q5p2p8 is the momentum transfer,s,s8 are spin four-
vectors, and where the vertex function

Gm5F1~Q2!gm1kF2~Q2!
ismnqn

2m
~5!

features Dirac and Pauli form factorsF1 andF2 that depend
upon the nucleon structure. Heree is the elementary charge
m is the nucleon mass,k is the anomalous part of the mag
netic moment, andgm andsmn are the usual Dirac matrice
~e.g., Ref.@18#!. The interpretation of these form factors a
pears simplest in the nucleon Breit frame where the ene
transfer vanishes. In this frame the nucleon approaches
initial momentum2qW B/2, receives three-momentum transf
qW B , and leaves with final momentumqW B/2. Thus, the
nucleon Breit frame momentum is defined byqB

25Q2

5q2/(11t) where (v,qW ) is the momentum transfer in th
laboratory, Q25q22v2 is the spacelike invariant four
momentum transfer, andt5Q2/4m2. In the Breit frame for a
particular value ofQ2, the current separates into electric a
magnetic contributions@2#

ū~p8,s8!Gmu~p,s!5xs8
† S GE1

isW 3qW B

2m
GM D xs , ~6!

where xs is a two-component Pauli spinor and where t
Sachs form factors are given by

GE5F12tkF2 , ~7a!

GM5F11kF2 . ~7b!

The similarity of Eq.~6! to the classical current density

JNR5~erch
NR ,msW 3¹W rm

NR! ~8!

suggests an identification of charge and magnetization d
sities

rch
NR~r !5

2

pE0

`

dQ Q2 j 0~Qr !GE~Q2!, ~9a!

mrm
NR~r !5

2

pE0

`

dQ Q2 j 0~Qr !GM~Q2!, ~9b!

wherem511k is the appropriate static magnetic mome
~eithermp or mn) relative to the nuclear magneton. Howeve
this naive inversion procedure is described as nonrelativi
~NR! because it ignores the variation of the Breit fram
with Q2.
3-2
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B. Intrinsic form factors

Let rch(r ) andrm(r ) represent spherical charge and ma
netization densities in the nucleon rest frame. It is conven
to normalize these intrinsic densities according to

E
0

`

dr r 2rch~r !5Z, ~10a!

E
0

`

dr r 2rm~r !51, ~10b!

where Z50,1 is the nucleon charge. Fourier-Bessel tra
forms of the intrinsic densities are defined by

r̃~k!5E
0

`

dr r 2 j 0~kr !r~r !, ~11!

wherek is the spatial frequency~or wave number!. We de-
scriber̃(k) as anintrinsic form factor. If one knew how to
obtain r̃(k) from data for the appropriate Sachs form fact
the intrinsic density could be obtained simply by inverti
the Fourier transform, such that

r~r !5
2

pE0

`

dk k2 j 0~kr !r̃~k!. ~12!

The naive nonrelativistic inversion method assumes
k→Q and r̃(Q)→G(Q2) whereG(Q2) is the appropriate
Sachs form factor. However, this inversion procedure p
duces unsatisfactory results for the common dipole and G
ster parametrizations—the corresponding radial dens
have unphysical cusps at the origin and rather hard cores
example, the naive Fourier transform of the dipole form fa
tor produces an exponential density.~Although it appears
much more complicated, the Galster density can also be
tained in closed form and displays similarly unrealistic b
havior near the origin.! Licht and Pagnamenta@19# attributed
these failures of nonrelativistic inversion to the replacem
of the intrinsic spatial frequencyk with the momentum trans
fer Q and demonstrated that by applying a boost from
Breit frame with momentumqB5Q to the rest frame, inver-
sion of the dipole form factor using a reduced spatial f
quency

k25
Q2

11t
~13!

softens the density. In fact, a good fit to the data forGEp
could then be obtained using a Gaussian density typica
quark models.

Unfortunately, unique relativistic relationships betwe
the Sachs form factors measured by electron scatterin
finite Q2 and the static charge and magnetization densitie
the nucleon rest frame do not exist. The basic problem is
electron scattering measures transition matrix elements
tween states of a composite system that have different
menta and the transition densities between such states
different from the static densities in the rest frame. Furth
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more, the boost operator for a composite system depe
upon the interactions among its constituents. Nevertheles
wide variety of models have employed similar relativis
prescriptions to relate elastic form factors to ground-st
densities. The first proposal was made by Licht and Pag
menta@19# using a cluster model and a kinematic boost th
neglects interactions. The transition form factors were eva
ated using the impulse approximation and neglecting rela
motion. Mitra and Kumari@9# obtained similar results using
a kinematic transformation that is more symmetric betwe
initial and final states and can be applied to inelastic scat
ing also. Ji@7# also obtained similar results using a relativi
tic Skyrmion model based upon a Lorentz invariant Lagra
ian density for which the classical soliton solution can
evaluated in any frame. Quantum fluctuations were th
evaluated after the boost. Although an approximation is s
required to evaluate the transition form factors, it was argu
that this approximation is best in the Breit frame. Holzwa
@20# extended the soliton model to the timelike regime a
analyzed the superconvergence relations needed to o
spectral functions.

Each of these prescriptions can be represented in the f

r̃ch~k!5GE~Q2!~11t!lE, ~14a!

mr̃m~k!5GM~Q2!~11t!lM, ~14b!

whereG(Q2) is one of the four Sachs form factors,k is the
intrinsic spatial frequency given by Eq.~13!, and l is a
model-dependent constant. The most important relativi
effect is Lorentz contraction of spatial distributions in th
Breit frame and the corresponding increase of spatial
quency represented by the factor of (11t) in Eq. ~13!. A
measurement with Breit-frame momentum transferqB5Q
probes a reduced spatial frequencyk in the rest frame. The
Sachs form factor for a large invariant momentum trans
Q2 is determined by a much smaller spatial frequencyk2

5Q2/(11t) and thus declines much less rapidly with r
spect toQ2 than the Fourier transform of the density declin
with respect tok2. In fact, the accessible spatial frequency
limited to k<2m such that the asymptotic Sachs form fa
tors in the limitQ2→` are determined by the Fourier tran
form of intrinsic densities in the immediate vicinity of th
limiting frequencykm52m. In this model, no information
can be obtained beyond the limiting frequency determin
by the nucleon Compton wavelength. This limitation can
understood as a consequence of relativistic position fluc
tions, known as ofZitterbewegung, that smooth out radia
variations on scales smaller than the Compton waveleng

Ji @7# derivedlE50 for electric andlM51 for magnetic
form factors in the soliton model and attributed the diffe
ence betweenlE andlM to the Lorentz transformation prop
erties of scalar and vector densities. The same choices w
employed by Holzwarth@20,21#. On the other hand, Lich
and Pagnamenta@19# obtainedlE5lM51 using the cluster
model, but Mitra and Kumari@9# found that a more symmet
ric treatment of the kinematics gives valueslE5lM52 that
automatically satisfy the perturbative QCD scaling relatio
at very largeQ2. For most of the present analysis we w
3-3
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JAMES J. KELLY PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 065203 ~2002!
employ the symmetric choicelE5lM52 because fewer re
strictions upon the behavior ofr̃(k) are needed nearkm to
ensure compatibility with the asymptotic behavior of Sac
form factors expected from dimensional scaling. We desc
the variation of a fitted density with the choice ofl as a
discrete ambiguity. The effect of discrete ambiguities upo
fitted densities will be examined in Sec. V D.

C. Asymptotic behavior

The present form factor model withl>0 suggests tha
the asymptotic behavior forQ@2m is given by

G~Q2!.S km

Q D 2lS r̃~km!2@2lr̃~km!1kmr̃8~km!#
km

2

2Q2

1@4l~l11!r̃~km!1~314l!kmr̃8~km!

1km
2 r̃9~km!#

km
4

8Q4
1••• D , ~15!

where r̃8 and r̃9 are derivatives of the momentum-spa
density evaluated at the limiting frequencykm52m. Evi-
dently, noninteger values ofl are incompatible with the per
turbative QCD prediction@22,23# that G.Q24 aside from
logarithmic corrections. Similarly,l.2 is excluded also,
leaving just three choices. If we choosel52, then we need
only require r̃(km)Þ0 to obtain consistency with pQCD
Thus, the proposal by Mitra and Kumari@9# of lE5lM52
offers the most natural approach to the pQCD limit. If w
choosel51, as recommended by Refs.@7,20# for GM or by
Ref. @19# for bothGE andGM , then we must requirer̃(k) to
have a node atkm such thatr̃(km)50 and r̃8(km)Þ0. Fi-
nally, if we choosel50 as recommended by Refs.@7,20# for
GE , then we must impose the somewhat unnatural c
straintsr̃(km)5 r̃8(km)50 with r̃9(km)Þ0. Thus, it appears
that the usefulness of the chiral soliton model is limited
Q2!4m2 and in order to fit data for largerQ2 with that
model Holzwarth found it necessary to artificially increa
the soliton mass@21#.

Although the intrinsic form factorsr̃(k) obtained using
either dipole or Galster functions forG(Q2) in Eq. ~14! are
compatible with the pQCD constraints uponr̃(km), neither
can be inverted using Eq.~12! with l50 becauser̃(k)
.G(2km

2 )(2km /k)2l for k→`. The inversion integrals for
these functions converge well forl52, slowly for l51,
and diverge forl50. Recognizing that pQCD favorsl
52, we expectr̃(k) to have an asymptotick24 behavior
with an amplitude determined by the nucleon–antinucle
annihilation processNN̄→e2e1 at threshold. Similarly, the
behavior of r̃(k) for k→` should be determined by th
electromagnetic annihilation data forQ2&24m2. However,
we have not attempted to incorporate electromagnetic
for timelike Q2 in the present analysis because it is not cl
that the prescription for intrinsic form factors should apply
that regime. A more general analysis of the analytic struct
06520
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of the form factors can be made using dispersion theory@24–
26#, but that approach does not consider the densities tha
the subject of the present analysis. Nor do we consider h
the modifications of pQCD scaling due to logarithmic ru
ning of the strong coupling@27#.

With the exception ofGMp , the available data constrai
r̃(k) very little nearkm because the ratio

k

km
.12

km
2

2Q2
~16!

approaches unity relatively slowly asQ2 increases. Thus, we
will find that the choice ofl has very little effect upon the fi
to data for Sachs form factors, but does have a strong e
upon the extrapolation of fitted form factors beyond the m
sured range ofQ2. By incorporating pQCD scaling in its
basic parametrization, the choicel52 limits the range of
variation available to extrapolated form factors. Converse
without explicit enforcement of pQCD by means of som
what artificial constraints uponr̃(k) near km , fits with l
,2 permit much wider latitude at largeQ2. The data for
GMp for Q2.20 (GeV/c)2 exhibit scaling and automatically
enforce the appropriate constraints uponr̃(km), but data
available for the other three electromagnetic form factors
not. Consequently, one could impose constraints uponr̃(km)
with little effect upon the fits in the measured range ofQ2.
However, we chose not to employ constraints of this kin
which seem rather artificial, and to permit fits withl,2 the
greatest possible latitude.

We uselE5lM52 for most of the present work, but wil
discuss the consequences of the discrete ambiguity in
V D. Note that our previous work@8#, motivated by the soli-
ton model, usedlE50 andlM51.

D. Moments

It is customary to describe the lowQ2 behavior of a form
factor in terms of a transition radius obtained from integ
moments of the underlying density, but care must be ta
with the relativistic relationship between a Sachs form fac
and its intrinsic density. We define integral moments by

Ma5E
0

`

dr r 21ar~r !, ~17!

wherea is an even integer. For a charge density these m
ments are related to the electric form factor by

M05G~0!, ~18a!

M2526
dG~Q2!

dQ2 U
Q2→0

2
3l

2m2
G~0! ~18b!

while for magnetization we divide by the magnetic mome
Thus, one expectsM05Z for charge densities andM051
for magnetization densities. Notice that the lowest nonv
ishing moment is free of discrete ambiguities, but that hig
3-4
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moments depend uponl. For example, the mean-squa
neutron charge radius reduces to

^r 2&n526
dG~Q2!

dQ2 U
Q2→0

~19!

because the charge vanishes, while the proton radius reta
small dependence uponl,

^r 2&l,p5^r 2&0,p2
3l

2mp
2

, ~20!

due to the discrete ambiguity in the intrinsic density. Th
term, equal to 0.066l in units of fm2, appears to be simila
to the famous Foldy contribution to the neutron charge rad
@28# but has a different origin because it does not dep
upon the anomalous magnetic moment.

WhenM0Þ0 it is useful to distinguish between a radiu
parameter

j5S 26
d ln G~Q2!

dQ2 D
Q2→0

1/2

5S M2

M0
1

3l

2m2D 1/2

~21!

based upon theinitial logarithmic derivativeof a Sachs form
factor and the rms radius

^r 2&l
1/25S j22

3l

2m2D 1/2

~22!

of the corresponding density obtained for specifiedl. Thus,
j is a model-independent property of the form factor d
while ^r 2&1/2 is subject to a discrete ambiguity. These ra
agree forl50, but^r 2&1/2 is smaller thanj for largerl due
to theZitterbewegungcorrection.

Accurate calculations for many phenomena in atom
physics, such as the Lamb shift, require corrections for
finite size of nucleons. Although it might appear that t
nucleon size should be determined by an integral momen
a nucleon density through Eq.~17!, the static radial density is
not directly measurable by electron scattering. The disc
ambiguity between the initial slope of the Sachs form fac
and its associated transition density reflects the mo
dependence of the relativistic inversion procedure aris
from the treatment ofZitterbewegung. By convention, QED
theorists have decided to identify the radius with the init
slope of the Sachs form factor and to treat recoil, vacu
polarization,Zitterbewegung, and other effects as separa
corrections~e.g., Refs.@29,30#!. To distinguish between vari
ous determinations of nucleon size, we describe the mo
independent quantityj as theSachs radiusand the model-
dependent rms radius obtained from moments of a fi
radial density as anintrinsic radius. When necessary, thes
radii are further qualified as either charge or magnetic
for intrinsic radii by the value ofl. The Sachs charge radiu
is usually the most appropriate for QED applications.
06520
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E. Example: Gaussian density

It is instructive to consider the Sachs form factor th
would be produced by a simple Gaussian density

r~r !5
4

b3Ap
exp@2~r /b!2#,

~23!
r̃~k!5exp@2~kb/2!2#

that is typical of quark models. The form factor obtain
using Eq.~14! with l52 is compared with the familiar di-
pole form factor in Fig. 1 for several choices ofb; note with
b50.556 fm the Gaussian parametrization has the same
radius as the dipole form factor. These curves display
same general features as the data forGEp , GMp , andGMn :
for low Q2 the form factor is close to the dipole form whil
for large Q2 one finds an asymptotic limit forG/GD that
depends sensitively uponb but is less than unity for reason
able values. The greatest sensitivity to the shape of the d
sity is found in a transition region forQ2 that ranges from
several tenths to several (GeV/c)2, depending uponb. Thus,
data with similar general features can be fit by modulatin
basic Gaussian with an even polynomial, where the poly
mial degree can be minimized by an optimal choice ofb. For
GEn one need only require the polynomial part ofr̃(k) to
begin withk2 to ensure that the net charge vanishes. Exp
sions of this form are no more complicated than other
rametrizations in common use, but are free of unphys
cusps at origin.

III. ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

A. Linear expansions

To extract radial densities from the nucleon form fac
data we employ techniques originally developed for fitti
radial distributions to data for scattering of electrons or p
tons from nuclei@31–33#. Simple models with a small num
ber of parameters do not offer sufficient flexibility to provid
a realistic estimate of the uncertainty in a radial dens
Rather, we employ linear expansions in complete sets of
sis functions that are capable of describing any plausible
dial distribution without stronga priori constraints upon its
shape. Such expansions permit one to estimate the uncer
ties in the fitted density due to both the statistical quality

FIG. 1. The ratio between Sachs form factor withl52 and the
dipole form factor is shown for a Gaussian intrinsic density us
several values of the oscillator parameter,b, listed with units in fm.
3-5
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JAMES J. KELLY PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 065203 ~2002!
the data and the inevitable limitation of experimental data
a frequency range,k<kmax, where

kmax5
Qmax

A11
Qmax

2

4m2

~24!

is the maximum spatial frequency sampled by experime
data limited toQ<Qmax. The uncertainty due to limitation
of k is known asincompleteness error.

A radial density can be represented as an expansion o
form

r~r !5(
n

anf n~r ! ~25!

where the basis functionsf n(r ) are drawn from any conve
nient complete set. The corresponding Fourier transform t
takes the form

r̃~k!5(
n

anf̃ n~k!, ~26!

where

f̃ n~k!5E
0

`

dr r 2 j 0~kr ! f n~r ! ~27!

represent basis functions in momentum space. The expan
coefficients,an , are fitted to form factor data subject to se
eral minimally restrictive constraints to be discussed shor
Analyses of this type are often described as model indep
dent because a complete basis can reproduce any phys
reasonable density; if a sufficient number of terms are
cluded in the fitting procedure the dependence of the fi
density upon the assumptions of the model is minimized.
contrast, simple parametrizations like the Galster model
verely constrain the shape of the fitted density.

We consider two bases that have been found useful in
analysis of electron or proton scattering data. The pres
discussion is limited to monopole densities, but general
tions to higher angular momenta are discussed in R
@33,34#.

The Fourier-Bessel expansion~FBE! employs basis func-
tions of the form

f n~r !5 j 0~knr !Q~Rmax2r !, ~28a!

f̃ n~k!5
~2 !nRmax

k22kn
2

j 0~kRmax!, ~28b!

where Q is the unit step function,Rmax is the expansion
radius, andkn5np/Rmax. One advantage of the FBE is th
the contribution of each term to the form factor is conce
trated around its characteristic frequencykn so that a coeffi-
cientan is largely determined by data withk;kn . The larger
the expansion radiusRmax, the smaller the spacing betwee
successivekn and the greater the sensitivity one has to var
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tions in the form factor. One should chooseRmax to be sev-
eral times the root-mean-square radius but not so large
an excessive number of terms is needed to span the ex
mental range of momentum transfer. Terms withkn.kmax
provide an estimate of the incompleteness error. We ch
Rmax54.0 fm, but the results are insensitive to its exa
value. However, a disadvantage of the FBE is that a re
tively large number of terms is often needed to accurat
represent a typical confined density.

Alternatively, the Laguerre-Gaussian expansion~LGE!
employs basis functions of the form

f n~r !5e2x2
Ln

1/2~2x2!, ~29a!

f̃ n~k!5
Ap

4
b3~2 !ne2y2

Ln
1/2~2y2!, ~29b!

where x5r /b, y5kb/2, andLn
a is a generalized Laguerr

polynomial. A significant advantage of the LGE is that t
number of terms needed to provide a reasonable approx
tion to the density can be minimized by choosingb in accor-
dance with the natural radial scale. We choseb50.556 fm
such that the mean-square radius of the Gaussian fact
consistent with that of the common dipole parametrization
Sachs form factors. We then find that the magnitude ofan
decreases rapidly withn, but the quality of the fit and the
shape of the density are actually independent ofb over a
wide range. However, a disadvantage of the LGE is that
basis functions are not localized in momentum space so
the coefficients tend to be correlated more strongly than
the FBE.

B. Constraints

The expansion coefficients are obtained by minimizing

x25(
i

S yi2 ȳi

dyi
D 2

, ~30!

whereȳi is the fitted value of a quantityyi with uncertainty
dyi . In addition to experimental data, the setyi generally
includes pseudodata used to enforce constraints and to
mate the incompleteness error associated with the limita
of experimental data to a finite range of momentum trans

The absence of data for very largeQ2 requires some con
straint upon the behavior ofr̃(k) for kmax,k,km. Further-
more, inversion of the Fourier transform also requires
assumption about the experimentally inaccessible regiok
.km . On quite general grounds one expects the asympt
form factor for a confined system to decrease more rap
thank24 @32#; in particular, this condition ensures that the
will be no cusp at the orgin. In fact, our results show that
intrinsic form factorr̃(k) is well approximated by a Gauss
ian for largek. Therefore, we will assume thatr̃(k) for k
.km is bounded by ak24 envelope and use the flexibility
afforded by that envelope to estimate the incompleteness
ror due to the limitation of experimental information to th
rangek,kmax. Although some restriction is needed to stab
3-6
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lize the fits, thek24 envelope probably overestimates t
uncertainties in unmeasured form factors and their ef
upon uncertainties in fitted densities; nevertheless, we pr
to employ minimally restrictive constraints so that those d
sities will have the best possible model independence.

More detailed discussions of the method may be found
Refs.@31–33#, but the basic idea is to supplement the expe
mental data by pseudodata of the formr̃(ki)506dr̃(ki)
whose uncertainties are based upon a reasonable mod
the asymptotic behavior of the form factor forki.kmax
where kmax is the spatial frequency corresponding to t
maximum measuredQ2. Therefore, uncertainties in the form
factor for k.kmax are based upon an envelope of the form

dr̃~k!5A1

3
r lim~k!, ~31a!

r lim~k!5ur̃~kmax!uS kmax

k D 4

, ~31b!

where the factor ofA1/3 represents the variance of a unifor
distribution of unit width. When using FBE the pseudoda
are chosen at the characteristic frequencieskn5np/Rmax
with n.kmaxRmax/p, while a uniform spacing ofDki
51.0 fm21 was employed for LGE. The error band for
fitted density is computed from the covariance matrix for
x2 fit and includes the incompleteness error. A detailed d
cussion of the decomposition of the density uncertainty i
statistical and incompleteness errors may be found
Ref. @33#.

Recognizing that pQCD imposes an asymptotic limit
the formG}Q24 upon the Sachs form factors, one might
tempted to employ pseudodata forG at large Q2. If one
knew how to estimate the proportionality constant, this p
cedure could be used to regulater̃(k) for kmax,k,km but
would not be sufficient for construction of the radial dens
because inversion of the Fourier transform also requires
formation for thek.km region that is inaccessible to ele
tron scattering. Although we expectr̃(k) to be small fork
.2m, we cannot simply set it to zero because an abr
cutoff would introduce unreasonable density oscillations
very large radii. The present procedure estimates the un
tainty in the radial density arising from both the unmeasu
and the unmeasurable ranges of spatial frequency. In
model, the minimum uncertainty in density is governed
the nucleon Compton wavelength and can be interprete
an irreducible smearing byZitterbewegung.

Small but undesirable oscillations in fitted densities
large radii were suppressed using atail bias based upon the
method discussed in Ref.@34#. We employed a tail function
of the form t(r )}e2Lr , based upon the successful dipo
parametrization for lowQ2, and included in thex2 fit a
penalty function of the form

x r
25(

i 51

Nd S r~r i !2t~r i !

wt~r i !
D 2

~32!
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to suppress strong deviations from the tail function. The
dial pseudodata were constucted on the gridr i5r m1 iDr for
i 51,Nd in the ranger .r m . We chooseL54.27 fm21, r m
52.0 fm, Dr 50.2 fm, Nd510, andw52, but the results
are rather insensitive to these details. The tail bias impro
the convergence of moments of the density but has li
effect upon a fitted density in the region where it is large

The fitting procedure also permits constraints to be pla
on integral moments of the radial density. We define fitt
moments by

M̄a5E
0

`

drr 21ar~r !, ~33!

where herer(r ) is the fitted density and include a penal
function of the form

xM
2 5S M02M̄0

dM0
D 2

1S M22M̄2

dM2
D 2

, ~34!

whereMa is the measured value anddMa is its uncertainty.
The constraint on the neutron charge was enforced by me
of a pseudodatumM05061026. In addition, the atomic
physics datum forM2 from Ref. @35# was included in fits
made to the neutron charge density.

It is also useful to define a fitted transition radiusR̄ as

R̄5AM̄2 /M̄0 ~35!

for GEp , GMp , or GMn . Thus, the fitted transition radius i
correlated with the experimental normalization at lowQ2. If
the fittedM̄0 were constrained, the uncertainty inR̄ would be
artificially reduced. Therefore, no constraints were placed
M0 for GEp , GMp , or GMn—given that those intrinsic den
sities were defined with unit normalization, the fitted valu
of M̄0 test the normalization of the experimental data.

C. Data selection

We tried to select the best available data in each rang
Q2, with an emphasis upon recent data using recoil or ta
polarization wherever available. These selections are s
marized in Table I. Although a thorough review of the da
for nucleon electromagnetic form factors is beyond the sc
of the present work, in this section we provide brief exp
nations for some of our selections and omissions.

GMp data were taken from the compilation of Ho¨hler et
al. @24# for Q2,0.15 (GeV/c)2 and for largerQ2 from the
compilation and reanalysis made by Brashet al. @36# to im-
prove the correction for the small contribution ofGEp to
cross section at largeQ2. Values forGEp were obtained by
multiplying the recent recoil polarization measurements
GEp /GMp from Refs.@14,16,37,38# by the Brash parametri
zation ofGMp . Supplementary recoil polarization data fro
Ref. @15# were omitted—those data are consistent with tho
selected but have larger statistical uncertainties. In addit
the cross section data forGEp from Refs.@39,40# were used
at low Q2. The cross section data forGEp at Q2

.1 (GeV/c)2 from Refs.@41,42# were omitted because, a
3-7
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TABLE I. Data selection summary.

Quantity Reaction Q2 @(GeV/c)2# Ref. Method

GMp p(e,e8) 0.017–0.15 @24# Rosenbluth
0.16–31.2 @36# Reanalysis usingGEp /GMp from recoil polarization

GEp p(e,e8) 0.005–0.055 @39# Rosenbluth
0.13–1.75 @40# Rosenbluth

GEp /GMp p(eW ,e8pW ) 0.37–5.54 @14,16,37,101# Using GMp from Ref. @36#

GMn d(e,e8n) 0.11–0.26 @46# Absolute, efficiency fromd(g,pn)
d(e,e8N) 0.12–0.61 @47# Ratio method, efficiency fromp(g,p1)n
d(e,e8N) 0.095, 0.126 @48# Ratio method, efficiency from elasticp(n,p)n
d(e,e8N) 0.24–0.78 @49# Ratio method, efficiency from elasticp(n,p)n

0.07–0.89 @50# Ratio method, efficiency from elasticp(n,p)n
d(e,e8) 1.75–4.0 @44# Quasielastic
d(e,e8) 2.5–10.0 @45# Quasielastic

3HeW (eW ,e8) 0.1, 0.2 @53# Fadeev analysis based upon Refs.@54,55#

GEn d(eW ,e8nW ) 0.26 @58# PWIA

d(eW ,e8nW ) 0.15, 0.34 @102# FSI analysis by Ref.@103#

dW (eW ,e8n) 0.2 @104# FSI from Arenho¨vel et al. @57#

dW (eW ,e8n) 0.5 @87# FSI from Arenho¨vel et al. @57#

3HeW(eW ,e8n) 0.4 @105# Fadeev analysis by Ref.@55#

3HeW(eW ,e8n) 0.67 @59# PWIA

t20,T20 0.008–1.64 @60# Extracted from deuteron quadrupole form factor

^r n
2& e(n,n) 0 @35# Thermal neutron transmission in liquid208Pb
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shown in Ref.@14#, they are in significant disagreement bo
with the recoil polarization data and with each other presu
ably because the Rosenbluth technique becomes increas
difficult as Q2 increases and the relative contribution of t
electric form factor to the unpolarized cross section becom
quite small. Nevertheless, we eagerly await new results f
a proposed improvement of the Rosenbluth method@43#.

The neutron magnetic contribution is large enough at h
Q2 to employ quasielastic electron-deuteron scattering w
subtraction of the proton contribution. Data of this type we
obtained from Refs.@44,45#. At low Q2 the model depen-
dence of the quasielastic method becomes relatively la
Markowitz et al. @46# measured the quasifree neutron knoc
out cross section for thed(e,e8n) reaction and calibrated th
efficiency of the neutron detector using associated part
production in the deuteron photodisintegration reacti
d(g,pn). The dependence upon the deuteron wave func
can be reduced by analyzing the ratio between quasi
cross sections for neutron or proton knockout, indicated
the d(e,e8N) reaction in Table I, with relatively small cor
rections made for meson-exchange currents and final-s
interactions~FSI!. Bruins et al. @47# calibrated their neutron
detector using thep(g,p1n) reaction while Refs.@48–50#
employed elastic neutron-proton scattering. The associa
particle techniques permit calibrationin situ but must correct
the bremsstrahlung measurements for the contribution
three-body reactions from electroproduction that lie outs
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the acceptance@51,52#, whereas thep(n,p)n reaction is ki-
nematically complete but requires calibration at a differe
facility and under different conditions than used for the
action of interest. Unfortunately, these methods remain
substantial disagreement; because we are not convinced
is a compelling preference, we include the data from b
methods in the present analysis. Finally, we also include
cent lowQ2 data@53# from inclusive electron scattering from

transversely polarized3HeW that uses the Fadeev calculatio
of Refs.@54,55# to correct for nuclear structure effects. The
data are more consistent with the coincidence ratio met
calibrated by elastic scattering than by associated-par
production.

We do not use any elastic or quasielastic cross sec
data forGEn because the uncertainties arising from nucle
structure are prohibitively large. Polarization techniques
fer a signal that is linear inGEn and with less model depen
dence. Nevetheless, at lowQ2 it remains important to correc
recoil polarization data for final-state interactions and tar
polarization for nuclear structure. Most of the data for de
terium targets have been analyzed using the calculation
Arenhövel et al. @56,57# to correct for nuclear structure; in
Table I we cite both the experimental paper and the sub
quent analysis. The result from the first experiment of t
type @58# has not been corrected, but the statistical unc
tainty was large. The Q250.4 (GeV/c)2 data for
3-8
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FIG. 2. The bands show fits to
selected data for nucleon electro
magnetic form factors using the
LGE parametrization with lE

5lM52. For GEn the solid line
shows a two-parameter fit base
upon the Galster parametrization
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3HeW(eW ,e8n) have been analyzed using Fadeev calculati
@55# but Roheet al. @59# argue that the plane-wave impuls
approximation~PWIA! is adequate at largerQ2. We also
include values forGEn extracted by Schiavilla and Sick@60#
from an analysis of the deutron quadrupole form factor
tained from tensor polarization measurements of elastic s
tering @61–64#. Although the model uncertainties rema
somewhat large, this analysis covers a larger range ofQ2 and
appears to be more accurate than the older analysis of
teron elastic scattering by Platchkovet al. @65#, which is
omitted.

Finally, the neutron mean-square charge radius is rela
to the neutron-electron scattering length,bne , by

^r 2&n5
3\

amnc
bne . ~36!

Unfortunately, the measurements are rather difficult and m
techniques require substantial corrections for effects
which there is often insufficient information. A recent revie
of these measurements has been made by Alexandrov@66#,
who finds that most modern measurements cluster aro
two values. From measurements of the energy depend
for the transmission of thermal neutrons through liqu
208Pb, Kopeckyet al. @35# obtained bne5(21.3360.027
60.03)31023 fm, corresponding to ^r 2&n520.115
60.003 fm2. This result agrees well with similar measur
ments by Koesteret al. @67# for lead isotopes and209Bi and
with the results of Krohn and Ringo@68# using the angular
distribution for neutron scattering by noble gases. Alter
tively, Alexandrovet al. @69# obtainedbne5(21.6060.05)
31023 fm, corresponding tô r 2&n520.13860.004 fm2,
using neutron diffraction from single crystals of186W. This
result is consistent with a bismuth transmission experim
that was also performed at Dubna, but disagrees by a
five standard deviations from the Garching, Argonne, a
Oak Ridge experiments. This discrepancy has been attrib
to resonance corrections@70,71# but remains controversial
The extracted scattering length is strongly correlated with
resonance correction. Leeb and Teichtmeister@70# argue that
the correction employed by Alexandrovet al. @69# requires
implausibly large contributions from negative energy leve
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Alexandrov @71# argues that the energy-independent re
nance correction should be fitted to the data and that in
absence of definitive information a negative contributi
cannot be excluded. Futhermore, neutron diffraction fr
single crystals of186W provides a larger signal than the e
ergy dependence of the total cross section, and is henc
less sensitive to this correction. Although this controve
has not yet been resolved satisfactorily, we decided to
ploy the most recent result from Oak Ridge, namely^r 2&n
520.11560.003 fm2, as a datum in our fit of the neutro
charge density and to omit the Dubna result. The sensiti
to this choice is discussed in Sec. IV C 4.

IV. RESULTS

A. Form factors

Fits to the form factor data are shown in Fig. 2 as ban
that represent the uncertainties in the fitted form facto
These bands were computed using the covariance ma
The fits shown in Fig. 2 employ the LGE parametrizati
with lE5lM52, but the results using the FBE parametriz
tion are practically indistinguishable. Nor do these fits d
pend upon the choices forb, Rmax, or details of the con-
straints. Fits usingl,2 are almost identical within the
ranges spanned by experimental data, but their error ba
grow more rapidly at largerQ2. The rapidly decreasing di
pole form factor is divided out to emphasize the deviations
largeQ2 from this characteristic behavior. ForGEn we also
display a simple two-parameter fit using the Galster para
etrization.

The intrinsic form factors, obtained via the relativist
transformation prescribed by Eq.~14!, are shown in Fig. 3
using lE5lM52. From these figures we observe that f
moderatek2 three of the four intrinsic form factors resemb
simple Gaussians, while the intrinsic neutron charge fo
factor requires an additional factor ofk2 in first approxima-
tion. Consequently, only a few terms of the Laguer
Gaussian expansion are needed to obtain good fits,
higher-order terms used primarily for the estimation of t
incompleteness error. Although it is possible to obtain fai
good fits using just two terms forGEn , 4 for GEp , or 6 for
GMp andGMn , in order to minimize model dependence a
3-9
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FIG. 3. Fourier transforms of
the nucleon charge and magne
zation densities are shown as err
bands. The LGE parametrizatio
was used withlE5lM52. The
dashed lines show the upper limit
used for estimation of incomplete
ness errors. The vertical lines d
vide the regimes of spacelike an
timelike Q2, where the timelike
threshold, Q2,24m2, is ap-
proached in the limitk2→`. Note
that electron scattering is limited
to the spacelike regime, wherei
Q2→` is represented by k
→2m.
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to evaluate incompleteness errors we employed 20 terms
each of the four form factors.

The widths of the form factor bands are governed by
quality of the experimental data in the ranges ofk2 where
data are available and for largerk2 by the asymptotic enve
lopes indicated by dashed curves. Note that the uncertain
in the fitted form factors fork.kmax are reduced by the
factor of 1/3 used in Eq.~31! to transform from a uniform to
a normal distribution and by the effect of constraints up
densities at large radii. Although the intrinsic form facto
fitted to data forGEp , GMp , and GMn appear to decreas
more rapidly than thek24 envelopes, we prefer to emplo
these more generous uncertainties rather than to impos
steeper declines suggested by extrapolation from the m
sured into the unmeasurable region~wherek.km). The use
of steeper envelopes would simply reduce the uncertain
in the extracted densities without affecting their central v
ues. Therefore,k24 envelopes were matched to fitted for
factors atkmax56.5, 9.0, and 8.2 fm21 for GEp , GMp , and
GMn based upon the experimentalQmax for each form factor.
However, uncritical application of the same procedure
GEn would suppress the high-frequency components of
intrinsic form factor too strongly becauseQmax for GEn is
presently too small to expectr̃(k) to decrease more rapidl
thank24. Figure 2 shows that the data presently available
GEn are compatible with the Galster parametrization, but
procedure used for the other form factors would ca
GEn /GD to decrease fairly rapidly beyond the range of the
data. On the other hand, it is reasonable to expectGEn /GD to
decrease forQ2 beyond a few (GeV/c)2, as observed in the
other form factors. Therefore, in order to permit the posit
slope forGEn /GD to continue over a limited but larger rang
of Q2, we used the same value ofkmax for bothGEn andGEp
even though theGEn data are limited tok,5.4 fm21. We
believe that this compromise provides a more reliable
trapolation to higherQ2 and that the increased estimate
incompleteness error is more realistic, but obviously it
very important to acquire accurate data forGEn at higherQ2.

These fits to intrinsic magnetic form factors do not chan
sign within the experimentally accessible region,k,km , but
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the fitted proton intrinsic charge form factor suggests a n
between the present experimental limit,kmax56.5 fm21, and
ultimate limit, km59.5 fm21. Consequently, this model sug
gests a zero crossing inGEp nearQ2;10 (GeV/c)2. Figure
4 compares the form factor ratiomGE /GM deduced from the
fitted form factors with experimental data using recoil pola
ization for the proton or using either recoil or target pola
ization for the neutron. For the proton we also show t
linear parametrization proposed by Joneset al. @14# for Q2

.0.3 (GeV/c)2, while for the neutron we show a new fi
using the Galster parametrization, Eq.~2!, that gave A
50.9060.02 andB53.860.5. The data for the proton d
not distinguish between linear and LGE parametrizatio
but according to pQCD one would expectGEp /GMp to ap-

FIG. 4. Comparison between data forGE /GM obtained from
polarization measurements with fits made to the entire data
employed for nucleon electromagnetic form factors. Results for
LGE parametrizationlE5lM52 are shown as bands. Also show
are the linear parametrization proposed by@14# for the proton and a
fit based upon the Galster parametrization for the neutron.
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NUCLEON CHARGE AND MAGNETIZATION DENSITIES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 065203 ~2002!
proach a constant for sufficiently largeQ2. Extrapolation of
the LGE parametrization suggests that the asymptotic r
will be very small, but data at much largerQ2 are needed to
establish that level. An extension to 9 (GeV/c)2 has been
approved@72#, but largerQ2 remains desirable. Similarly, th
present data forGEn /GMn are compatible with the Galste
parametrization but remain limited to rather smallQ2. Con-
sequently, the extrapolation to largerQ2 is rather uncertain.
If an approved experiment using the3HeW(eW ,e8n) reaction
@73# achieves the proposed613% statistical uncertainty a
Q253.4 (GeV/c)2, the error band will be reduced to abo
the same width and the extrapolation much improved. N
ertheless, there is little reason to expect the asymptotic l
to be reached earlier for the neutron than for the proton.

Although a review of recent theoretical calculations is b
yond the scope of the present work, it is probably wo
mentioning a few which describe the newGEp /GMp data
relatively well. Among these the earliest is the chiral solit
model of Holzwarth@20#, which predicted the linear de
screase with respect toQ2 and a sign change nea
10 (GeV/c)2. More recently@21#, modifications of the vec-
tor meson parameters were made to improve the fits to
neutron form factors, but the ratioGMn /GMp is not repro-
duced. Furthermore, because the chiral soliton model u
lE50 and lM51, Holzwarth found it necessary to artifi
cially increase the soliton mass in order to obtain reason
fits at largeQ2. Alternatively, Lu et al. @74,75# obtained a
good fit to theGEp /GMp data forQ2&3 (GeV/c)2 by ad-
justing the bag radius in the cloudy bag model, but the ra
appears to level off well above the more recent data
higher Q2. Note that this model useslE5lM51. The co-
variant calculation of Boffiet al. @76# using the point-form
spectator approximation provides reasonably accurate
dictions of the form factors forQ2&5 (GeV/c)2, although
there remains a significant discrepancy forGMp near the end
of this range. The light-front calculations of Cardarelli a
Simula @77# using one-gluon exchange and the light-co
diquark model of Maet al. @78# also reproduce the linearQ2

dependence ofGEp /GMp fairly well.

B. Densities

Proton charge and magnetization densities are comp
in Fig. 5. Both densities are measured very precisely, w
uncertainties at the origin better than 6% for magnetizat
or 8% for charge. Incompleteness dominates in the inte
region while statistical errors become comparable in the
face region. As shown by the variation ofGEp /GMp in the
top panel of Fig. 4, the new recoil-polarization data forGEp
decrease more rapidly than either the dipole form factor
the magnetic form factor forQ2.1 (GeV/c)2. Conse-
quently, we find that the charge density is significantly sof
than the magnetization density of the proton. The densi
obtained using LGE or FBE parametrizations are practic
indistinguishable and are independent of the choice ofb or
Rmax over wide ranges. These densities are similar to
Gaussian densities one might expect from a quark model
are more realistic than the exponential density that res
from naive nonrelativistic inversion of the dipole form facto
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Neutron densities are shown in Fig. 6. We find that t
magnetization density for the neutron is very similar to th
for the proton, although the interior precision is not as go
because the range ofQ2 is smaller and the experimenta
uncertainties larger. Limitations in the range and quality
the GEn data presently available result in a substantia
wider error band for the neutron charge density. Data
higherQ2 are needed to improve the interior precision, bu
useful measurement of the interior charge density is obtai
nonetheless. The positive interior density is balanced b
negative surface lobe. Note that polarization measurem
are sensitive to the sign of the density.

Whereas Figs. 5 and 6 emphasize the interior densitie
is also of interest to compare these densities in the sur
and tail regions. Figures 7 and 8 use a factor ofr 2 to empha-
size these surface and tail densities. Although the dens
are small, the reduced slopes seen between 1 and 1.5 f
the neutron magnetization and in both the charge and
magnetization densities for the proton are seen as signifi
peaks inr 2r. Virtually identical features also emerge usin
the FBE parametrization. These features are independentb
for the LGE orRmax for the FBE parametrization over wid

FIG. 5. Comparison between charge (rch) and magnetization
(rm) densities for the proton fitted using the LGE parametrizat
with lE5lM52. Both densities are normalized to*dr r 2r(r )
51.

FIG. 6. Charge (rch) and magnetization (rm) densities for the
neutron fitted using the LGE parametrization withlE5lM52.
3-11
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ranges. Many attempts were made to suppress structur
r 2r in the 1–1.5 fm region by limiting the number terms
the expansions or by application of stricter tail biases, but
modifications which did produce smootherr 2r curves in this
region damaged the fits to the form factor data forQ2

*1 (GeV/c)2. Although it is difficult to prove that smoothe
fits do not exist, especially if one is willing to tolerate
moderate increase inx2, we were unable to produce accep
able fits without some structure inr 2r in this region. On
other hand, because local errors in momentum space
introduce artificial oscillations at large radii, we did apply
exponential tail bias forr .2 fm where little structure is ex
pected. Thus, the smaller oscillations forr .1.5 fm are gen-
erally consistent with zero and can be suppressed using
tail bias with little effect upon the fits. We believe that the
fm matching radius is sufficiently large to have minimal i
fluence upon densities for intermediate distances gove
by data withQ2 of order several (GeV/c)2.

The relatively small differences betweenGMn and GMp
seen in Fig. 2 produce the small differences between neu
and proton magnetization densities shown in Fig. 8. T
peak ofr 2rm is found at a slightly larger radius for the ne
tron than for the proton because the form factor decreas
little more rapidly with respect toQ2. The secondary peak
in the 1–1.5 fm region are also similar. Again, these co
parisons are independent of the details of the analysis and
virtually identical using either LGE or FBE parametrization

FIG. 7. Comparison between proton charge and magnetiza
densities using a factor ofr 2 to emphasize the surface and ta
regions. The fits used the LGE parametrization withlE5lM52.

FIG. 8. Comparison between neutron and proton magnetiza
densities using a factor ofr 2 to emphasize the surface region. Th
fits used the LGE parametrization withlM52.
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Therefore, the secondaryr 2r peaks in the 1–1.5 fm re
gion appear to be essential features of the data rather
artifacts of analyses based upon linear expansions. While
not possible to determine the physical mechanism for s
features from data analysis alone, there is at least one sim
candidate. The tensor interaction between quarks is expe
to produce a smallD-state component peaking at larger r
dius than the dominantS-state configuration, and the supe
position of these components could yield a secondary pea
relatively large radius.

C. Fitted moments

Moments andx2 for each fit are listed in Table II. The
expansion coefficients require too much space to list but
available by request; also note that accurate reproductio
the error bands would require full covariance matrices. H
we quotex2/N, whereN is the number of data points, be
cause counting the number of degrees of freedom is no
clear when both high-k and large-r constraints are applied
For each form factor we find that the six fits obtained f
three possible choices ofl used in either LGE or FBE pa
rametrizations are essentially identical and give the same
ues ofx2/N. The normalization forGEp is consistent with
unity within the 0.5% systematic uncertainty claimed by S
monet al. @39# for their data at lowQ2. For theGMp at low
Q2 we employed the results of Ho¨hler et al. @24# who ad-
justed the relative normalizations of several data sets t
common standard. The normalization produced by
present fit is consistent with the systematic uncertainty
that standard. Except forGMn , data selected from severa
sources appear to be mutually consistent and the qualit
the fitted form factors is very good. Although the low-Q2

data forGMn have improved in recent years, significant sy
tematic discrepancies remain. Recent data from R
@53,48–50# with small statistical uncertainties suggest
small dip near 0.2 and a peak near 1 (GeV/c)2. However,
the data from Refs.@46,47# are inconsistent with the fit and
inflatex2. Nor do the data forGMn reach sufficiently lowQ2

to strongly constrain the normalization and the data sets
not entirely consistent either; consequently, the pres
analysis suggests that a 2% normalization error remains.
decided to retain the data from Refs.@46,47#, despite their
deviation from the fit because we are not entirely convinc
of the transportability of the efficiency calibration from
hadron facility to an electron facility.

The final two columns of Table II list the Sachs radius,j,
defined by Eq.~21! in terms of the initial logarithmic deriva-
tive of the Sachs form factor and the transition radius,R̄,
obtained from integral moments of the density fitted for
specificl according to Eq.~35!. The dependencies of rm
radii for GEp , GMp , and GMn upon l are consistent with
Eq. ~22!, showing a significant discrete ambiguity arisin
from the model dependence of the form factor to dens
inversion. By contrast, for each of these form factors all
determinations ofj are consistent with each other, demo
strating that the fittedj is a model-independent property o
the Sachs form factor.

n

n
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TABLE II. Moments, radii, andx2 per point for the four fitted densities.

Quantity Model l x2/N M0 M2 (fm2) R̄ (fm) j (fm)

GEp LGE 0 0.67 1.00360.001 0.77660.019 0.87960.011 0.87960.011
1 0.69 1.00360.002 0.71260.020 0.84360.012 0.88160.012
2 0.71 1.00360.002 0.64960.021 0.80460.013 0.88360.014

GEp FBE 0 0.69 1.00360.001 0.77660.020 0.88060.011 0.88060.012
1 0.70 1.00360.002 0.71360.024 0.84360.014 0.88260.015
2 0.73 1.00360.002 0.65160.030 0.80660.019 0.88460.020

GMp LGE 0 0.71 1.01260.008 0.72960.038 0.84960.023 0.84960.025
1 0.71 1.01260.008 0.65960.040 0.80760.024 0.84760.027
2 0.73 1.01360.008 0.59960.037 0.76960.024 0.85160.026

GMp FBE 0 0.71 1.01260.008 0.72960.038 0.84960.023 0.84960.025
1 0.71 1.01260.008 0.66160.040 0.80860.025 0.84860.027
2 0.75 1.01560.009 0.61560.073 0.77860.046 0.85960.050

GMn LGE 0 2.69 1.01660.025 0.83960.099 0.90960.055 0.90960.058
1 2.69 1.02760.028 0.82360.116 0.89560.064 0.93160.067
2 2.71 1.02360.027 0.73660.107 0.84860.063 0.92260.065

GMn FBE 0 2.69 1.01760.026 0.84360.101 0.91060.056 0.91060.059
1 2.70 1.02860.029 0.82960.120 0.89860.066 0.93460.069
2 2.75 1.02660.028 0.75260.123 0.85660.074 0.93060.076

GEn LGE 0 0.52 20.11560.003
1 0.55 20.11560.003
2 0.57 20.11560.003

GEn FBE 0 0.55 20.11560.003
1 0.58 20.11560.003
2 0.56 20.11460.003
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1. Proton charge radius

The analysis of Simonet al. @39# has been accepted fo
about two decades as the definitive determination of the
ton charge radius, but more recently there has been rene
interest in that quantity now that the finite-size correctio
have become the dominant uncertainty in theoretical ca
lations of the 1S Lamb shift in hydrogen. For example
Melnikov and van Ritbergen@79# argue that the Lamb shif
provides the most accurate measurement of the proton ch
radius and deduced a value 0.883~14! fm that is somewhat
larger than the 0.862~12! fm obtained by Simonet al. Al-
though our definition for the intrinsic charge radius depen
upon the choice oflE employed to fit the Sachs form facto
the definition generally employed by QED theorists cor
sponds to the quantity we labeled asjEp that is based upon
the initial slope ofGEp(Q

2) and is independent oflE . Thus,
it is the fitted value ofjEp that should be compared with th
Lamb shift result.

Our fit using the LGE parametrization is compared w
the data from Simonet al. in Fig. 9. Also shown is the mono
pole fit made by Simonet al. to the data for Q2

,2.3 (GeV/c)2 that were available at that time. That anal
sis gave a smaller value,jEp50.86260.012 fm, but does
not fit the low Q2 data as well as our LGE fit. Our fit em
ploys the entire data set described in Sec. III C even tho
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Fig. 9 shows only the lowestQ2 region. Fits made using
different values oflE or using the FBE parametrization ar
indistinguishable and give values forjEp that are consisten
within their quoted uncertainties. Therefore, we claim th
jEp50.8860.01 fm represents a model-independent pro
erty of the experimental data even if its interpretation a
charge radius depends upon the choice oflE . This value is

FIG. 9. Low Q2 fits to proton charge radius. The solid lin
shows our LGE fit with lE50 to the entire data set while
the dashed line shows the monopole parametrization of Sim
et al. @39#.
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JAMES J. KELLY PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 065203 ~2002!
consistent with the rms radius derived by Melnikov and v
Ritbergen@79# from the Lamb shift.

Coulomb distortion may also affect the charge radius
tained by electron scattering. Rosenfelder@80# analyzed this
effect using a distorted wave Born calculation to corr
measured electron scattering cross sections for Coulomb
tortion, thereby obtaining effectively plane-wave cross s
tions. The charge radius was then obtained by fitting
resulting form factors with low-order polynomials. Althoug
the form factor corrections were typically less than 1%,
value ofjEp extracted from the adjusted data of Simonet al.
nevertheless increases by about 0.008–0.013 fm depen
upon the fitting strategy and the degree of the polynom
However, that analysis employed a Coulomb potential
tained from a charge density of the form

r~r !5E d3k

~2p!3
eik•r

GE~k2!

A11
k2

4m2

. ~37!

This form not only lacks the Lorentz-contraction factor f
spatial frequency, but uses a value forlE521/2 that is in-
consistent with the highQ2 behavior of the form factor. The
question of Coulomb distortion of the lowQ2 form factors
merits further investigation, but a consistent relativistic re
tionship between form factor and density must be employ
Nevertheless, the magnitude of that correction appears t
smaller than the uncertainty in the fitted quantity.

2. Proton magnetization radius

With jMp50.8560.03 fm the proton magnetization ra
dius appears to be slightly smaller than its charge radius
expected from Fig. 5, but the uncertainty is as large as
difference because the data at very lowQ2 are less precise
for GMp than forGEp . A substantial part of the uncertaint
in jMp is due to the uncertainty in normalization. If we co
strain M0 to unity, the changes in fitted form factors an
densities are relatively small, but we obtain values forjEp
50.86260.006 fm andjMp50.83560.006 fm that appea
to be much more precise. The constrained fit toGEp is close
to the result of Simonet al. shown in Fig. 9 at very lowQ2.
This analysis demonstrates that there is an appreciable
ference between the proton charge and magnetization d
ties, but it also highlights the importance of precise abso
normalization at very lowQ2.

3. Neutron magnetization radius

Our fits to the GMn data give a value forjMn50.92
60.07 fm that has substantial uncertainty because the lac
data for very lowQ2 permits significant widening of the
error band asQ2→0. By contrast, Kubonet al. @50#
obtained a valuejMn50.87360.011 fm that appears to b
much more precise. However, their continued-fraction
rametrization automatically constrains the normalization
Q250. If we constrain the normalization by requiringM0
51, then the LGE analysis gives a value forjMn50.881
60.018 fm that agrees with Kubonet al. Note that we in-
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cluded data from Refs.@46,47# that were omitted by Kubon
et al. and that deviate strongly from our LGE fit, but the
data appear to have little influence upon the fitted normal
tion and radius. Although the fitted normalization is cons
tent with unity, the 3% uncertainty does have an apprecia
effect upon the uncertainty injMn . We choose not to con
strain the normalization in the standard analysis because
systematic errors in neutron efficiency have been a big pr
lem for GMn measurements and there remains signific
scatter among recent experiments at lowQ2.

4. Neutron charge radius

The charge radius for the neutron can be expresse
terms of Dirac and Pauli form factors as

^r 2&n526
dF1n~Q2!

dQ2 U
Q2→0

1
3kn

2m2
, ~38!

where the first term is sometimes described as the intrin
radius ~e.g., Refs.@66,81#! while the second term is calle
the Foldy term and is attributed to a charge separation
duced by theZitterbewegungmotion of the magnetization
density. We prefer to describe the first term as the Di
radius because it is derived from the initialQ2 dependence of
the Dirac form factor and to reserve the term intrinsic rad
for Eq. ~19!, which is based upon a moment of the rad
function that we identified as the intrinsic charge dens
However, for the present purposes it will be clearer to re
to the radius based upon the Sachs form factor as the S
radius. The observation that the Foldy term, equal
20.126 fm2, is by itself almost equal to the mean-squa
charge radius obtained frombne has generated considerab
discussion. Furthermore, as discussed in Sec. III C, a s
stantial disagreement remains between the results f
Dubna and those from Oak Ridge, Garching, and Argon
For example, Alexandrov@66# argues that the Foldy term
should be discarded and that the pionic cloud should m
the mean-square Dirac radius negative. He further cla
that experiments givingbne;21.31 fm are likely to suffer
from serious experimental or interpretative errors beca
the corresponding mean-square Dirac radius would be p
tive. On the other hand, Glozman and Riska@81# calculated
that the pion loop contribution to the Dirac radius is neg
gible. Using a Foldy-Wouthuysen analysis of the interact
of a particle with internal structure with an external electr
magnetic field, Bawin and Coon@82# demonstrated that the
Foldy term is canceled by a higher-order term arising fro
the Dirac form factor, leaving the Sachs radius as the do
nant coefficient, independent of the dynamics responsible
the neutron form factors.

From a more microscopic point of view, Isgur used
quark model to argue that the observation of a very sm
Dirac radius is a potentially misleading accident and that
relativistic boost cancels the Foldy term such that the sl
of GEn does provide the second moment of the intrin
charge distribution@83#. Cardarelli and Simula@84,77#
showed that this cancellation depends upon neglect of tr
verse momenta and that quark spin-spin interactions
3-14
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NUCLEON CHARGE AND MAGNETIZATION DENSITIES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 065203 ~2002!
break SU~6! symmetry provide a mixed-symmetryS8 com-
ponent that enhancesGEn and provides a fairly accurate fit t
the recoil-polarization data formpGEp /GMp . Leinweberet
al. @85# argued that chiral perturbation theory provid
model-independent constraints on the dependencies
nucleon magnetic moments and charge radii upon qu
masses that demonstrate that the similiarity between the
chs radius and the Foldy term is purely accidental.

Our fitted mean-square radius for the neutron charge d
sity is largely determined by and is completely consist
with the datum of Ref.@35# that was included in the analysis
This quantity is free of discrete ambiguity becauseM0 van-
ishes and the analysis procedure enforced that constrain
plicitly. Unfortunately, the electron-scattering data are n
sufficiently precise at very lowQ2 to resolve the controvers
concerning the sign of the Dirac radius. In the absence
datum for M2, the fit to the data forGEn gives M2

520.18760.04 fm, which is about one or two standard d
viations larger in absolute magnitude than the Dubna or O
Ridge results, respectively, but is much less precise t
either—the error bands onGEn with or without theM2 da-
tum overlap almost completely, even at lowQ2. The effect
of the constraint onM2 is shown in Fig. 10, where the
shaded band forF1n represents the unconstrained fit toGEn

data that has a negative Dirac radius while the cross-hatc
band with a positive Dirac radius includes theM2 datum and
is consequently narrower asQ2→0. The rather small differ-
ence between these fits is confined toQ2&0.2 (GeV/c)2,
but becauseF1n,0 over most of its measured range the
with negative Dirac radius requires a sign change nearQ2

'0.14 (GeV/c)2. Therefore, the present electron-scatter
data offer very little sensitivity toM2. Furthermore, becaus
the nuclear physics corrections needed to extractGEn for low
Q2 are substantial even for polarization methods, it is uncl
whether one can ever expect better accuracy from nuc
physics than atomic physics measurements ofM2. We con-
sider neither the theoretical argument for negative Dirac
dius nor the limited experimental evidence for a sign cha
in F1n at low Q2 compelling.

FIG. 10. Sensitivity to the Dirac radius: the hatched~dotted!
bands were obtained from fits to theGEn data that include~omit!
the Oak Ridge datum for the neutron charge radius.
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V. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with nonrelativistic analyses

Several analyses have appeared recently in which the
rameters of the Galster model were fitted to selected data
GEn at low Q2 and a density extracted using the nonrelat
istic inversion formula given by Eq.~9!. Examples of this
type are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Figure 11 compares fit
this type to recent data using the d(eW ,e8nW ), dW (eW ,e8n), or
3HeW(eW ,e8n) reactions. The slope of the form factor obtain
from the Oak Ridge value forbne is shown as a line segmen
The result obtained by Platchkovet al. @65# from an analysis
of elastic cross sections for electron scattering from deu
rium using the Paris potential is shown as the dashed cu
and lies well below the data obtained from polarization m
surements. However, variations of650% inGEn were found
using different realistic nucleon-nucleon potentials; the res
using the Paris potential is quoted most often, but

FIG. 11. Selected data forGEn at low Q2 are compared with fits
based upon the Galster model. The solid curve is the original G
ster fit while the dotted line is a new fit based upon the entire d
set considered in this work. The dashed curve is a fit by Platch
et al. @65# to elastic scattering by deuterium based upon the P
potential. The dashed-dotted curve was fitted to a subset of
Mainz data by Schmieden@86#.

FIG. 12. Neutron charge densities obtained from nonrelativi
Fourier transform of fits using the Galster model are compared w
the present results~band! using the relativistic transformation with
lE50.
3-15
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FIG. 13. The approach to sca
ing is shown by multiplying Sachs
form factors byQ4. For GEn the
original Galster model is shown a
a dashed curve and a new fit as th
solid curve. The LGE parametri
zation was used withlE5lM
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result using the Argonne V14 potential is closer to the m
ern data. The dashed-dotted curve shows a fit by Schmie
@86# to the data from Mainz, excluding the point fo
3HeW(eW ,e8n) at Q250.4 (GeV/c)2; this fit gives the highes
values forGEn . The original Galster model is shown as
solid curve and our fit based upon Eq.~2! is shown as a
dotted curve and lies between the Paris and Mainz res
The fit by Zhuet al. @87# is also close to the dotted curve
Note that our fit uses the entire data set described in S
III C, including the slope at the origin, while the Mainz fi
used a smaller subset. Even though the data employe
Galsteret al. @5# had much larger uncertainties, their result
remarkably close to the present analysis. However, the
parent agreement of the original Galster parametrization w
more modern data must be judged as fortuitous.

Buchmannet al. @88,89# argue that the neutron charg
density reflects differences between the spatial distributi
of constituent quarks induced by the color hyperfine inter
tion and that because the same interaction is responsibl
theN2D mass splitting theN→D quadrupole form factor is
related in a simple manner toGEn . In Ref.@89# they used the
Galster parametrization to fit a selection of theGEn data and
used nonrelativistic inversion to obtain a density similar
the solid curve in Fig. 12.

The nonrelativistic densities obtained from these fits
compared in Fig. 12 to the present relativistic LGE res
Here we choselE50 to minimize the differences betwee
relativisitic and nonrelativistic inversion formulas; howeve
it is important to remember that the Galster form factor
inconsistent with the relativistic inversion procedure forlE
50. The upper panel, emphasizing the interior density, de
onstrates that the naive Fourier transform tends to produ
rather hard core and an unphysical cusp at the origin.
relativistic transformation, by contrast, softens the inter
density and eliminates its cusp, providing a much more pl
sible charge density. The lower panel, emphasizing the
face lobe, shows that all three nonrelativistic densities h
positive peaks at smaller radii and less surface charge
our result.
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B. Approach to scaling

The asymptotic behavior of the fitted form factors is illu
trated in Fig. 13 by multiplication byQ4. The uncertainties
in the fitted form factors are clearly dominated by expe
mental uncertainties where data are available, while the
pansion of the error bands for largerQ2 is governed by the
incompleteness errors in the rangekmax,k,km. The scaling
behavior ofGMp appears fully developed because the data
to Qmax

2 531 (GeV/c)2 reach a sufficiently large ratio
kmax/km50.95 to strongly constrain the asymptotic limit. A
though the fit toGMn is compatible with pQCD scaling, the
uncertainties at largeQ2 grow much more rapidly becaus
here kmax/km50.86 is smaller and the data forkmax/km
.0.79 are much less precise. Furthermore, because scali
not fully developed forGMp until Q2*20 (GeV/c)2 we
should expect that data forGMn at higherQ2 will be needed
to establish its asymptotic limit. The data forGEp do not
show scaling behavior forQmax

2 55.54 (GeV/c)2, where
kmax/km50.78—despite relatively large uncertainties in e
trapolation, the present fit suggests a sign change neaQ2

;10 (GeV/c)2. The new recoil polarization data sugge
that GEp and GMp differ dramatically forQ2*3 (GeV/c)2

and it is clearly crucial to extend theGEp data to higherQ2.
It will also be important to check those data using anot
technique. The results of an improved Rosenbluth exp
ment are expected soon@43#.

The present data forGEn are too limited in both range an
precision to address the question of scaling. High-precis
data forQ2&1.5 (GeV/c)2 from a recent d(eW ,e8nW ) experi-
ment are expected soon@90#, and an approved proposal fo
3HeW(eW ,e8n) should extend the range to 3.4 (GeV/c)2 in a
couple of years@73#. However, experience with the othe
three form factors suggests that one must appro
20 (GeV/c)2 to determine the asymptotic limit.

Quark helicity conservation suggests thatQ2F2 /F1
should approach a constant in the asymptotic limit of la
Q2. The Dirac and Pauli form factors are related to Sac
form factors by
3-16
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F15
GE1tGM

11t
, ~39a!

kF25
GM2GE

11t
, ~39b!

and their ratio is given by

kF2

F1
5

12g

t1g
, ~40!

whereg5GE /GM can be measured directly by either rec
or target polarization. Recoil-polarization data for this ra
are compared in Fig. 14 with bands constructed from
present fits to Sachs form factors. Gayouet al. @16# observed
that the proton recoil polarization data appear to reach a
teau in the range 2,Q2,6 (GeV/c)2 when scaled byQ
instead of the expectedQ2. Ralstonet al. @91,92# suggested
that orbital angular momentum in the quark distributi
could explain an asymptotic behavior of the formF2 /F1
}Q21. Later Miller and Frank@93# argued that substantia
violation of quark helicity conservation should be expec
for intermediateQ2 when Poincare´ invariance is imposed
upon relativistic constituent quark models.

Recognizing thatg is small compared witht for Q2

.6 (GeV/c)2 and that the model imposes constraints up
the Sachs form factors for highQ2 that inhibit the growth of
the error band forF2 /F1, we can extrapolateF2 /F1 beyond
the present experimental range forGEp . This extrapolation,
shown in Fig. 15, shows that the data are consistent w
quark helicity conservation forQ2*20 (GeV/c)2. There-
fore, although the present model is consistent with the ob
vation by Gayouet al. that QF2 /F1 is approximately con-
stant in the range 2,Q2,6 (GeV/c)2, we attribute that

FIG. 14. Data forF2 /F1 are compared with the usualQ22

scaling expected from pQCD or withQ21 scaling recently pro-
posed by several authors. Fitted bands employ the LGE param
zation withlE5lM52. The data are shown as squares@101#, tri-
angles@37#, circles@14,16#.
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observation to the appearance of a broad maximum
QF2 /F1 rather than to the onset of trueQ21 scaling.

C. Quark densities

Assuming isospin symmetry and neglecting stran
quarks, nucleon charge densities can be expressed
simple two-flavor quark model as

rp~r !5 4
3 u~r !2 1

3 d~r !, ~41a!

rn~r !52 2
3 u~r !1 2

3 d~r !, ~41b!

whereu(r ) is the radial distribution for an up quark in th
proton or a down quark in the neutron whiled(r ) is the
distribution for a down quark in the proton or an up quark
the neutron. Thus, the quark densities are obtained f
nucleon charge densities using

u~r !5rp~r !1 1
2 rn~r !, ~42a!

d~r !5rp~r !12rn~r !, ~42b!

whereu(r ) andd(r ) are normalized to unity according to

E
0

`

dr r 2q~r !51 ~43!

but need not be positive everywhere. There is no guara
that these combinations of radial densities obtained fr
form factor data by relativistic inversion must be positiv
nor are the densities derived from positive-definite mat
elements. Within the quark model one could decompose
densities

q~r !5qv~r !1qs~r !2q̄s~r ! ~44!

tri-

FIG. 15. Data forF2 /F1 are compared with the usualQ22

scaling expected from pQCD or withQ21 scaling recently pro-
posed by several authors. Fitted bands employ the LGE param
zation withlE5lM52.
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JAMES J. KELLY PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 065203 ~2002!
for each flavor,q, into valence (v) and sea (s) contributions
which would be expected to be positive definite but can
be separated using only Sachs form factors. The valence
tributions,qv , are normalized to unity while the sea distr
butions,qs and q̄s , must have equal normalizations. Thu
within this picture the contributions from quarks should
positive but antiquarks in the sea could produce regi
whereu(r ) or d(r ) might become negative.

The quark densities obtained with LGE densities forlE
52 that are displayed in Fig. 16 are determined with re
tively small uncertainties and are predominantly positive,
expected. We find that the pair of like quarks has a somew
broader distribution than that of the unlike quark, being d
pleted in the interior and enhanced at the surface. In
model, the neutron charge density arises from incomp
cancellation between charge densities for up and do
quarks, resulting in positive core and negative surfa
charges. The broader distribution for like quarks is consis
with the repulsive color hyperfine interaction between li
quarks needed to explain theN2D mass difference. This
picture is also consistent with the model of a pion clo
surrounding a three-quark core, but in that model one m
expect to find a slightly negatived(r ) near the surface due t
the antiquark content of the pion. The present data are m
ginally consistent with a slightly negatived(r ) near 1.0 fm,
but more accurate data for the neutron charge density w
be needed to reduce the uncertainty ind(r ) before drawing a
definitive conclusion.

FIG. 16. Quark densities obtained from proton and neut
charge densities using the LGE parametrization withlE52.
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D. Discrete ambiguities

Although discrete ambiguities inlE andlM do not affect
fitted form factors in the range where data are available,
choice of l does affect the growth of the uncertainties
extrapolated form factors asQ2 increases beyond the mea
sured range. For example, Fig. 17 shows form factors fit
using the LGE parametrization withlE50 and lM51 as
suggested by the relativistic soliton model. Although t
relative uncertainties become quite large forQ2 beyond the
range of the experimental data, the uncertainties in the fo
factors actually remain small because, with the exception
GEn , the form factors are greatly reduced as their expe
mental limits are reached. Consequently, the contribution
the uncertainties in form factors at largeQ2 upon uncertain-
ties in radial densities is relatively insensitive to the cho
of l. However, the change in fitted density due to a chan
of l need not be contained within the fitted error band—
bands do not accommodate discrete ambiguities in
model.

The sensitivity of fitted charge densities to the choice
lE is illustrated in Fig. 18. These figures were made with
LGE parametrization, but very similar results are obtain
with the FBE parametrization. The smoothest results at la
radii are obtained withl50, whereas larger values ofl tend
to pull the density inward and to amplify oscillations at lar
radii. This behavior can be understood by interpreting E
~14! in terms of the convolution theorem for Fourier tran
forms. Expressing this equation in terms ofk,

r̃~k!5S 12
k2

km
2 D 2l

GS k2

12
k2

km
2
D , ~45!

one finds thatr̃(k) for l.0 is obtained from the Lorentz
contracted form factor by deconvolution of a resolution fun
tion with mean square radius equal to 3l/2m2. This resolu-
tion function originates in theZitterbewegungand is charac-
terized by the nucleon Compton wavelength. As discusse
Sec. IV B, acceptable fits to the Sachs form factor data
Q2;1 (GeV/c)2 usingl52 seem to require structure in th
radial densities in the 1–1.5 fm region. Reducingl tends to

n

-
e

FIG. 17. The bands show fits
to selected data for nucleon elec
tromagnetic form factors using th
LGE parametrization withlE50
and lM51 as suggested by the
soliton model.
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FIG. 18. Discrete ambiguities
in the charge densities. The valu
of lE increases from 0 to 2 from
left to right. The curves forlE

50 are reproduced, without erro
bands, in the middle and right col
umns for comparison.
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smooth out such structures, but sacrifices the highQ2 limit.
Therefore, althoughl52 provides the most natural imple
mentation of pQCD scaling, accurate reproduction of
data using that representation of the intrinsic form factor
pears to require oscillations in the radial density with
wavelength of order 0.7 fm.

Despite this ambiguity in the relationship between fo
factor and density, the qualitative conclusion thatu(r ) is
broader thand(r ) depends only the assumption of isosp
symmetry and the observation that the neutron charge
sity is positive in the interior and negative at its surface. T
quark distributions derived usinglE50 shown in Fig. 19 are
qualitatively similar to those shown forlE52 in Fig. 16, but
are slightly more diffuse. The choicelE50 is appropriate
for the soliton model, is consistent with nonrelativistic e
pectations for smallQ2, and is favored by the radius ob
tained from the Lamb shift. However, it appears to be inc
sistent with pQCD. Therefore, in the absence of a uniq
relationship between form factors and densities, it appe
necessary to select the appropriate value ofl based upon the
intended application. For long-wavelength properties o
should uselE50, but for extrapolation to the pQCD limi
one should employlE5lM52.

E. Alternative parametrizations

Without a unique relationship between form factor a
intrinsic density, one may question the value of densit

FIG. 19. Quark densities obtained from proton and neut
charge densities using the LGE parametrization withlE50.
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extracted by the present techniques. It is clear that sim
parametrizations like the dipole model cannot fit the pro
or GMn data over a wide range ofQ2; nor is it likely that the
Galster parametrization will continue to fitGEn at higherQ2.
The empirical parametrization proposed by Bosted@94#

G}~11a1Q1a2Q21a3Q31a4Q4!21 ~46!

fits the data for largeQ2 well and is consistent with pQCD
but its odd powers ofQ are incompatible with the interpre
tation of the form factor as the Fourier transform of a rad
density and with the moment expansion for smallQ2. Fur-
thermore, it is not sufficiently flexible to provide realist
error bands, especially if the odd powers are eliminated.
inclusion of aQ5 term, Brashet al. @36# also sacrificed the
pQCD limit in order to improve the quality of the fit fo
finite Q2.

Kubon et al. @50# fit a subset of theGMn data using a
continued-fraction parametrization of the form

GMn~Q2!5
mn

11
b1Q2

11
b2Q2

11•••

~47!

carried to fifth order. This parametrization provides a good
to the data forQ2,4 (GeV/c)2 using five parameters, bu
the parameters do not decrease with order and the fit dep
upon fairly delicate cancellations. Adding additional terms
extend the range ofQ2 changes the lower terms. Furthe
more, this fit does not conform with the asymptoticQ24

behavior expected by pQCD unless a fairly complicated c
straint of the form

b3b51b2~b41b5!50 ~48!

is imposed to eliminate theQ22 contribution. The constrain
increases in complexity as additional terms are included
comparison between the Kubon parametrization and
LGE fit with lM52 is shown in Fig. 20. The Kubon analys
included only the data indicated by filled circles and w

n
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JAMES J. KELLY PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 065203 ~2002!
limited to Q2,4 (GeV/c)2 while our analysis used all dat
shown and extended to 10 (GeV/c)2. The LGE parametriza-
tion fits the data well over a broader range and is compat
with pQCD, whereas the continued-fraction parametrizat
behaves badly soon after the range fitted by Kubonet al. By
not imposing the pQCD constraint, the extrapolation dete
rates quite quickly. We believe that the continued-fract
method also underestimates the uncertainty in the rms ra
due to the strong correlations among its parameters an
built-in normalization constraint atQ250.

A rather different phenomenological parametrization c
be made in the context of the vector meson domina
model at modestQ2 matched to pQCD at largeQ2, denoted

FIG. 20. Comparison with theGMn analysis by Kubonet al.
@50#. The band shows our LGE fit withlM52 to the entire data se
while the solid line shows the continued-fraction fit by Kubonet al.
@50# to a subset of the data. The data included~omitted! by Kubon
et al. are indicated by filled~open! circles.
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VMD1pQCD. That approach was pioneered by Gari a
Krümpelmann @95–98# and recently refined by Lomon
@99,100#. Similarly, the classic dispersion-theory analysis
Höhler et al. @24# has recently been updated by Mergellet al.
@25# to handle better the requirements of unitarity and
approach to the pQCD limit. These approaches have the
vantage that all four electromagnetic form factors are a
lyzed simultaneously, thereby relating their isospin struct
to an underlying model, and can be extended to timel
momentum transfer@26#. By contrast, our approach is lim
ited to spacelike momentum transfer and must construct
isospin form factors from four independent fits to individu
form factors. Both the VMD and dispersion theory a
proaches appear to be capable of fitting the data as we
our linear expansion analysis, although the data have
proved considerably since the analysis of Ref.@25#. How-
ever, we omit detailed comparisons here because these m
els do not consider radial densities.

F. Importance of GEn data at higher Q2

The present data forGEn do not extend high enough inQ2

to determine the interior charge density as accurately for
neutron as for the proton or to permit reliable extrapolat
to the scaling regime, but new data expected from an
proved proposal@73# at Jefferson Laboratory should he
considerably. The impact of extending theQ2 range to
3.4 (GeV/c)2 is illustrated in Fig. 21. This analysis was pe
formed usinglE50, which permits the greatest latitude
high Q2. The left column shows the form factor and dens
fitted to published data~shown by open symbols!, while the
middle and right columns show the effect of pseudod
~shown as filled symbols! for two hypothetical scenarios
e
of
d

er
le

ll
ic
FIG. 21. The sensitivity of the neutron charg
density to extension of the experimental range
Q2 is illustrated by comparing a fit to publishe
data ~open circles! with two scenarios that in-
clude pseudodata ~filled circles! for Q2

52.4, 3.4 (GeV/c)2. The middle column as-
sumes that new data would follow the Galst
parametrization, shown by the solid curve, whi
the right column assumes thatGEn /GD would
decrease forQ2.2 (GeV/c)2. Densities for the
Galster model use nonrelativistic inversion. A
fits use the LGE parametrization and relativist
inversion withlE50.
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The middle scenario assumes that the new data would fo
the Galster parametrization while the right scenario assu
that the new data would fall more rapidly than the dipo
form factor for Q2.2 (GeV/c)2. Both scenarios are com
patible with the uncertainties extrapolated from the fit to
present data and can be fitted well, with error bands forQ2

&4 (GeV/c)2 consistent with the anticipated experimen
precision. The reduction of the incompleteness error obtai
by extending the measurements to higherQ2 greatly im-
proves the precision of the interior charge density. If m
surements at higherQ2 come close to the Galster paramet
zation, then the error band would be reduced in width w
little change in its centroid. On the other hand, if new me
surements ofGEn /GD decrease withQ2 in a manner similar
to the proton charge form factor, the softer charge den
would be reduced in the interior, moving toward the low
edge of the present error band. These scenarios have
different asymptotic values forQ4GEn , but the present data
cannot distinguish between them. Furthermore, the re
VMD1pQCD analysis by Lomon@100# suggests tha
GEn /GD could reach an asymptotic value substantia
higher than predicted by the Galster parametrization. Th
fore, it is very important to extendGEn data as far as possibl
in Q2.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have employed expansions in complete sets of ra
basis functions to parametrize nucleon Sachs form factor
terms of charge and magnetization densities. Our selectio
data emphasizes recent polarization data. The inversion f
form factor to density is based upon relativistic models
which the spatial frequencyk5Q/A11t in the rest frame is
related to the momentum transferQ in the Breit frame by
Lorentz contraction. The maximum possible frequen
sampled by electron scattering is thenk,km where km
52m is determined by the nucleon Compton wavelength
variety of models produce inversion formulas of the form

r̃~k!5G~Q2!~11t!l

but differ in the choice ofl. By considering the asymptoti
form of G(Q2), we can limit the exponentl to 0,1,2. The
relativistic soliton model suggests$lE50,lM51%, the origi-
nal quark cluster model suggestedlE5lM51, and a more
symmetric version of the quark cluster model gives choi
lE5lM52 that are compatible with pQCD without th
somewhat artificial constraints uponr̃(km) needed by the
other models. In most of this paper we parametrized
Sachs form factors using the Laguerre-Gaussian expan
~LGE! and derived densities usinglE5lM52, but we have
also analyzed the impact of the discrete ambiguity inl upon
the radial densities. Although some of the details of the ra
densities are affected by the discrete ambiguity in the r
tivistic inversion formula, their qualitative features are ind
pendent ofl.

We find that virtually identical fits to the Sachs form fa
tors are obtained with either LGE or Fourier-Bessel exp
sions~FBE! and within a wide range these fits are indepe
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dent of details of the parametrization, such as number
terms, radial scale parameters, and tail bias. The fitting p

cedure usesr̃(k) pseudodata fork.kmax to estimate the in-
completeness error in radial density due to the limitation
experimental data for the rangek,kmax,km. For a given
choice of l, the radial densities fitted with either LGE o
FBE expansions are practically identical and are insensi
to details of the analysis. We find that the proton cha
density is significantly broader than its magnetization d
sity, consistent with the observation in recent reco
polarization measurements thatGEp /GMp decreases in an
almost linear fashion for 1,Q2,6 (GeV/c)2. Our result for
the proton Sachs charge radius is consistent with a re
determination based upon the 1S Lamb shift in hydrogen.
Similarly, we find the magnetization density is slight
broader for the neutron than for the proton. Each of th
three densities exhibits a secondary peak inr 2r(r ) near
1 –1.5 fm that cannot be suppressed without sacrificing
fit to the corresponding form factor forQ2.1 (GeV/c)2.
This structure appears somewhat stronger forl52 than for
l50, but l52 provides the clearest extrapolation to t
pQCD limit.

The recent recoil-polarization data forF2p /F1p appear to
favor scaling withQ21 rather than theQ22 expected from
quark helicity conservation in pQCD. Although that observ
tion has stimulated some speculation about violations
quark helicity conservation due to orbital angular moment
or imposition of Poincare´ invariance, in our analysis with
lE5lM52 we find that althoughQF2p /F1p appears to be
nearly constant for 2,Q2,6 (GeV/c)2 we nevertheless ob
tain a constant asymptotic value forQ2F2p /F1p for Q2

*20 (GeV/c)2 whereGMp scales withQ24. Therefore, we
find that the data are consistent with a broad maximum
QF2p /F1p and do not require trueQ21 scaling.

We have compared the LGE parametrization forGEn to
fits based upon the Galster parametrization. Although
range ofQ2 remains too small to discriminate between the
models, the Galster parametrization cannot be inverted u
a relativistic relationship between intrinsic spatial frequen
and Breit-frame momentum transfer unlessl>1. The tradi-
tional nonrelativistic inversion of the Galster form fact
produces a charge density with an unphysical cusp at
origin while the relativistic fit to the data using the LGE for
factor softens the interior density and removes the cu
However, the incompleteness error in the neutron cha
density remains fairly large because the availableGEn data
are limited to small Q2 and the data for 0.4,Q2

,1.6 (GeV/c)2 have relatively large uncertainties. Mor
precise data for 0.5,Q2,1.5 (GeV/c)2 are expected soon
and an experiment forQ2&3.4 (GeV/c)2 is in preparation.
These data should improve the accuracy of the neu
charge density considerably, but data approach
20 (GeV/c)2 will probably be needed to test scaling in th
neutron and in the isospin form factors.

Combining the neutron and proton charge densities,
deduced the up and down quark radial distributions assum
isospin symmetry and neglecting heavier quarks. This sc
matic model suggests that the distribution is slightly broa
3-21
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for up quarks than for down quarks in the proton. WithlE
52 we also observe a statistically significant negative d
sity for down quarks near 1 fm that might be attributed to
d̄ content of the pion cloud.

Although we cannot claim that there is a unique relatio
ship between form factors and densities, expansion of de
ties in a complete radial bases provides physically appea
parametrizations of form factor data that are applicable o
a wide range ofQ2. The use of linear expansions in comple
bases minimizes the model dependence of the fitted f
factors and provides more realistic error bands in both spa
and momentum representations. Therefore, even if the id
tification with static densities is discounted, the fitted den
r,

F.
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-

sk
s.
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ties do provide useful parametrizations of the form fact
nonetheless. The choicelE5lM52 automatically satisfies
pQCD scaling and provides a natural means for extrapola
form factors to higherQ2 for the purpose of planning future
experiments.
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